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Universal learning remote controller
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HL-1340E

HL-1340E is a universal learning remote control for TV. DVD.
STB remote .it's use selected super intelligent IC. and designed
by ourselves. with excellent learning. this learning remote will
remember the latest information and dear the previous memory
automatically after you relearn

HL-1340E adopt three page learning. it can learn TV.DVD.
(CD.LD.VCD.DVD).STB at the same time .Except air-condition
remote control.
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Note:The named buttons on the panel are set for the Convenience of use.
You can also rename them or perform free learning accoding to your purpose or habit

©Warm tips
1.Battery shortage could lead to the indicator light does not shine.
the learning can not be normal.
2.0nly after learning of the remote control. you can controll the
device.
3.Check that you are aiming the controller directly at the device
and that there are no obsturctions between the cotroller an the
device.
4.Do not use ole and new batteries or batteries of different model
at the same time.
5.ln the event of battery leakage. take out the batteries. wipe the
battery Compartment dean: and exchange new batteries.
6.lf this remote control is intended to be not in use for a ling time:
please remove the batteries.
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Leaming for TV remote control
1. First. this learning remote is called Remote B. your remote
which will be coupled and learned is called Remote A. In the
whole learning process • please put the front of Remote A to
Remote B's with space 1 CM.
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HL-l340E referred to Remote BOriginal remote refemed to Remote A

2. Press and hold "TV" key of remote B. Learning key light is
from weak to strong and then long-bright .release the "TV" key
.and it means that it gets into learning TV status

Learing light on '0

J.:l40E refemed to Remote

3. Press the key of remo~ you· want to learning .such
as power key. then the Learning key light flash. it gets into
learning power ~~- ~__ -Jo- ••I~
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HL-l340E referred to Remote B

4. Press and hold the power key of remote A for 1 seconds. if
the learning key light of remote B is flasNng and then long-bright.
it means this function is learned successfully.
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Original remote referred to Remote A HL -1340E referred to Remote B

5. Repeat step 3 and 4. press the other function of remote B.
and then press the opposite function of remote A. learn other
functions.

6. After finish learning. press "TV" key on Remote B once the
learning light goes out, it exits learning state for TV function .then
it can be used as TV remote.
7. If the learning light oomes light again .pIease repeat step 3 and 4 •till
the light goes out .the learning succeed



8. After finish learning ,rernote B can control your TV ,check if all
function key is ok for use. If not ,do the learning process once
again.
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HL·1340E referred to Remote B

The learning methods for DVD remote control is same as leaming
TV remote control.
Leam DVD should press DVD key once
The learning methods for STB remote control is same as learning
TV remote control
Learn STB should press STB key once.

Operation of "one key copy function": ( Only use for our
company products which have copy function)
Notice: Convenient for you to understand, we use "An and "B"
to explain.
" A" represents the remote controller HL-1340E which have
finished leaming.
" B" represents the remote controller HL-,340E which need to
leam all the keys fr~" by using "one key copy" function.

"one key copy" function indicator light is learnina indicator
light.

B the remote needed to do
A the remote learnt all keys: one-key learning
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A:Press TV/SAT/DVD
and CH+

B: Press TV/SA7' DVD
and CH-

1. Press any device key (TV, STB, DV D) of "B" and "CH_n,
Leaming indicator will light and tum to flash, it means "B" come
into code receiveling mode(if there is no Signal within 15s, the
light will turn off, and exit receiveing mode.).
2. Let the transmitting terminal of "A" aim the transmitting
terminal of "B", press any device key (TV, STB, DVD of "An
and "CH+", Learning indicator will light and turn to flash, it
means "A" come into codes sending mode, and the in<ilcator
will flash.
3. When in the copy mode, the indicator light of remote
controller "An and "B" both flash, the indicator light of "B" will
flash 3 times when receive codes, it means copy is successful.
When all codes of "A" have sent to "B", the indicator will turn
off automaticly.
4.Now "B" will have all the code of "A", and code will be
one-to-one correspondence.

.. iJJ· f remote control
Press the opposite device key as your requirement, then the learing
light would light, and then it can control normally.press"TV"Key and
learning light flash then it can control your TV.

of remote control
HL-1340E remote con toiler cannot emit instruction code by itself.
Namely.it cannot be used to control any electrical appliances prior
to learning. And in the same page,each button can only store one
emitted code instructlon.Namely.the code instruction for the last
learning. In otherwords,il case a button in the same page of HL-1340E
panel has leamed different typesIformats of emitted code instructions,
only the last instruction can be re-emitted and all the previous will
be covered by the last.

If you have any problems in process, please try the following
methods to resolve
1. Make sure the batteries are not worn out and that they are
inserted correctly.
2. Please read the learning process carefully, and operate follow
the correct steps
3. For valid learning, please use the single original remote control
to learn.

~--.-. -S':;;;.-fervice
Please contactOur company or our dealers as soon as possible, if
you have some problem for using our remote control .We will do our
best to provide best seMce for you except disconnect and repair your
remote control by ~, or remote control's plastic case is shabby.
All Manual can dcM'I'IIoaCmn our Website

*This CO<T'OiI<1Y resetves the right to inlelpretation of the User's Manual.
Design and IeanCaI parameters may vary without notice.
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